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this paper a method of controlling a single phase series active power filter is 
. In this method a total harn~onie-current signal is detected, directly in real 

time, as a difference between the load current and its fnrldamental component. 
Processing signal is used in controlling the switching pattern of a compensating 
voltage-fed inverter. With this method, load harmonics can be compensated even 
under frequency exclsrsions of the power system source. Theoretical analysis and 
conbprsted pedoorm;anre are corroborated by experimental results of a laboratory 
prototype. 

ICE Hartnouic current compensation, Series active power filter, Single-phase 
harn~oi~ic compensation. 

The compensation for harmonic generated by power electronic equipment 
becomes iucreasingly important as its use iu industrial application is increasing. 
Passive filter have been used for this purpose, however they have the 
i i ta t ions  of being subjected to detuuiug due to variations in the source 
frequency, impedance andor filter parameters. They also can be bulky, costly 
and m y  fall into series or parallel resonauce with the source impedance. Due 
to these limitations of passive filters, along with the remarkable progress in the 
speed and capacity of semiconductor switching devices such as GTO thyristors 
and TGBT's , active filters have been introduced. Their basic principle were 
proposed in the beginning of the 1970s, since then attention has been paid to 
active Hters [I-91. 

Acthe filter. have beeu classified &om system configuration point of view 
to shunt series, hybrid active arid passive, and combination of shunt active and 
series active filter [lo]. They have, also, been classified frompower circuits 
viewpoht to a voltage-fed PWM iuverter and a current-fed PWM inverter. 
Almost all active filters, which have been put iuto practical applications, have 
adopted the voltage-fed iuverter as the power circuit. This is because 
the voltage-fed inverter is higher in efficiency and lower in initial costs 
thau the current-fed PWM inverter [9]. The shunt active a te r  injects a 



ensatiug current into the supply to cancel current harmonics, however the 
series active filter injects compensating voltage, that is it has a dual relationship 
with the shunt active filter [lo]. 

The compensating current or voltage command is decided depending on 
the control strategy employed. There are mainly two kind of control strategies, 
one is based on the Fast Fourier Trausform (FFT) in the ftequency domain [7] 
aud the other is based on the instantaueous active and reactive power theory, or 
the so-called "p-q theory", iu the time domain [I I]. In the FFT method, two 
FFT trmsfomtions are needed which take about 8OmS to complete 1121. 
Also, a nonsyuchronous sampliug error will be caused by a distorted voltage 
sigual. However in the method which is based on the p-q theory sophisticated 
analogue circuits are adopted to implement real time harmonic detection of 
distorted current in a thee-phase circuit. Iu addition, it is not applicable to 
single phase circaits. 

This paper is concerned with a siugle phase series active power filter. 
Several single phase control algorithms have been developed, but the 

ce of some stiU to be improved. The halEcycle integration algorithm 
has the inherent problem that it produces a large error when the load currents 
contains even-order harmonics [13]. The curreut-sampling detection algorithm 
cannot compensate effectively as the load current is seriously distorted [14]. 

ce of these two algorithms will be degraded under distorted 
mains voltage. Au algorithm for power factor and harmonic compensation 
based on calculation of real part of the fuudamental load current, has 
considered the effect of distorted maius voltage [15]. However, it employs the 
Ml-cycle integration algorithm to extract the real part of fuudamental load 
current which is subjected to large compensation error under variations of 
mains ftequency. 

In this paper a straightfoxward approach for controlling an active power 
filler to improve harmonic compensation accuracy under distorted andlor 
ftequency excursive mains voltage is presented. It is applied to a series active 
power filter. In this approach a phase locked reference iuput is processed by an 
adaptive switched capacitor filter to produce an output which equals the 
fundamental sigual of the distorted current input in amplitude and phase. Tfiis 
output is subtracted from the primary input to cancel its fuudamental 
component, consequently the output will be the sum of all harmonic current 
signal. The magnitude and sigu of thus signal are used to control a voltage 
source inverter. This inverter feeds a current trausformer whose primary 
is connected in series with the mains h e .  Simulated performance ofthe 
proposed approach as applied to a siugle phase thyristor controller harmonic 
compensation is verified by experimental results. 

A controlled voltage source V, is injected in series with a line feeding a 
nonlinear load to circulate hannouic currents equal in magnitude aud opposite 



UI phase to that origiia?ly geuerated by the load. This V, is obtained across the 
primary of a current transformer CT whose secondary is fed fiom a controlled 
voltage source inverter as s h o w  in Fig. 1. The switching instant of the 

Circuit configuration of the power and control systems. 

inverter is controlled by the polarity and magnitude of the total harmonic 
current signal ih(t) in conjunction with a PWM control. This ih(t) can be 
obtained considering, generally, a noulinear load currenf signal i ~ ( t )  represented 
as, 

where: 1, md €I,, represent the amplitude and the phase of the &-order 
harmonic load current without the active filter beiug in action. This current cau 
be subdivided into hdamental and harmonic components as, 

where 11 is the peak value of the fuidame~ital current signal. A reference 
signal i&), equal in magnitude and phase to the fundamental current signal, can 
be generated, uskg an adaptive baudpass digital filter, which cau be 
represented by, 

i,(t) = I, sin& (3) 
The total harmonic current sigual ih(t) can be obtaiued by subtracting i(t) signal 
fiom i&) signal as  show^ in Fig. 2 wliicl~ yields, 

This ih(t) is amplified by a gain G and is inputted to the PWiM controller as a 
voitage reference. This reference is compared with a triangle-wave canier to 
produce the switching pattern. 



A harmonic equivalent circuit of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 3. 
It is assumed that the active filter is represented by a controllable harmonic 
voltage source V, and 2, is tlie source impedance. The nonlinear load can be 
generally 
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Harmonic equivelant circuit of the proposed system. 

represented as given in reference [16] by an effective complex impedance Z ~ i n  
parallel with a harmonic current source 1~1,. Tlie residual load harmonic current - 
Ir~t;  after compensation can be determined by supexposition as, 

v,, - f'< 
ir, = z* +z ,  + i L h  (5) 

Ifthe source voltage V, is sinusoidal i.e Vsh=O, Then, 

I,, = ILl, - vc / (Z* +Z') (6) 
Ideally Ii~h should be equal to zero i.e, 

I ,  = v< I ( Z , + Z , )  (7) 

Description of the control and power circuit of the prototype wbich is 
used to examine the proposed controlling approach is given in the subsequent 
sections. 

Representation of the power circuit of the prototype is as shown in Fig. 
inverter is inserted in series with the mains or load througb 
r CT. A capacitor C; is connected across the dc side of the 

inverter. Thecapacitor voltage V,; is kept constant at 15Volts by 



comecting a diode rectifier on the dc side. The energy corresponding to the 
switchiug and conductiug losses in the hiverter is supplied %om this rectifier. 
An L C  passive filter is connected at the output of the P inverter to 
suppress svvitchg ripples of voltage aid currents generated by the inverter. 
The filtering characteristics of this passive filter is substantially affected by the 
series combiualion of the source and load impedances. The effect ofthese 
impedances will be more pronouwed for low ratio CT and low switching 

ency. The practical rauge of the switchg tiequeucy is usually low 2-3 
[8]. Desigu of this L-C filter cousideriug the load and source impedances 

is as given below. 

The equivaknt circuit seen from the PWM inverter can be represented as 
shorn in Figs. l a  & b. Z,, is the sum of Zs, 21-, and Z,, which are seen &om 
the secondary of the CT aud cau be expressed as, 

where Z,@, and Z,, are yl~unary and secondary coil impedances, 

The total bpeckaace ZT seen by the h e i t e r  output voltage Vr;, s h o w  iu Fig. 
4b, car1 be written as, 

2, =z,+z,z#,/(z,+z,)  (9) 
The hannouic current Ir;,(n) flows through Z,, call be expressed iu terms of the 
ripple voltage Vp(n) as, 

Ipc(p2) = vF (~j)Y(lz) (10) 

where I I Y (n)  = ZT(nf (Z,(12) + Zeq (12)) / Z,(n) (11) 

The impedance given by Eq. (1 1)  siiould be low for aU the rauge of harmonic 
tiequencies to be compeusated for. I-Iowever, it should be high beyond tbis 
mige to attenuate tile lipple frequencies which are produced due to swi tchg  
of the 

ent circuit seen 
inverter 
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Equivalent circuit seen 
from the P inverter referre 
to the secondary side of CT. 



The resonance fieqitency w ,  teniliuathg t h s  range, can be obtained in terms of 
the system and filter parameters substituting &om Eqs. (8) and (9) into (1  1) and 
equating the h g i n a l y  palt to zero yields, 

This resonance fiequency must lie between an upper limit which is the 
switchkg &equency and a lower limit equals to the highest harmonic &equency 
to be compensated. An accurate value of w, call be determined which provide 
the noiniolm total harmonic distoltio~l. The percentage total harmonic 

) cair be witten as, 

where and &.,(u) are the RMS of the harmonic current produced by the 
load and active filter respectively. 

IF, is given by Eq. (101, IL&) is obteiued from Eq. (15) which is given for the 
specified K-L load fed by a thyristor coutroUer. For a given value of C, Eq. 
(12) is solved for L. Substitute with tlus value of L, iuto Eqs. (1 1) and ( lo)  to 
obtain It;&). Theu substitute in Eq. ( 1  3)  to calculate tlie THD for the specified 
load current. These calculatious are repeated for different values of or. The 
results of calculations reveals tlie value of w, at which the minimum THD 
occurs as is show in Fig. 4c. This value of o, is 2 n(600) radl Sec is 
considered for the L-C filter desigu wluch yielded C= 6pF and L=1.2mH. The 
corresponding frequency respouse plot of IN is shown iu Fig. 4d. 

current versus w, after compensa&oe. 
F i y . 4  dreqnency response of 1N(n) 

of load current. 



The control circuit is imde up of two parts. The first is concerned with 
the detection of harmonic sigual ih(t) which requires the fhdame~ital fiequency 
signal to be detected and subtracted &om the total current signal i~( t ) .  The 
second is concerned vyih the PWM and steering circuits. These are described 
in the two subsequent sections. 

A circuit diagram of the harmonic sigual ii,(t) detector is shown in Fig. 5. 
Pn this figure, the input current sigual i~ ( t )  is fed to the fuudamental fiequency 

onent detector and to the nouiuveited termha1 of a differential ampiifrer 
AI. The output il@) of the fhdamental component detector is fed to the 

ircuit diagr:sm of harmonic current signal detector. 

inverted terminal of A,. Since il(t) is a pure siuusoidal the output ih(t) will be 
composed of the sum of all harmonic components exist in the i~(t).  

The fhdamental component detector is a bandpass second order digital 
(Sampled data) filter of the type MF10. The center fiequeucy of which is being 
locked to the supply fkndamental frequeucy fs. This locking is achieved by 
making the ratio of the clock lieqneucy fcLK of the MFlO to the input sigual 
fiequency & to be always constant. This is realised by obtaiuiug the ELK from a 
phase locked loop PLL The employed PLL consists of a digital phase detector 
and a voltage controlled oscillator fabricated iu au integrated circuit chip 4040 

OS, a low pass filter and a divide by N of 100 biuary-counter (two 
cascaded 4040). The PLL is set to provide the MFlO wit11 &LK= N& of 5KHz. 
Determination of the value of the parameters, shorn in Fig. 4, C1, CZ, RI, RZ 
and & of the PLL and Rg, &, R7 and R8 ofthe MFlO is based on the approacli 
of tuning and l o c h g  of the MFlO reported in reference 1171. 



Combhation of the W 1 0  wit11 the PLL in the described way, makes the 
as a11 adaptive bandpass digital filter. The filtering characteristics 
be Gxed regardless of & variatioris. This can be explained with 

. Lf &was varied from 50 to lOOHz witli f C L ~  had been kept 
the attenuation cllaracteristics would have been changed 

from curve a to that given by curve b and the correspondingphase curves 
changed from d to e. it can be seen that at, for example, the second harmonic 
corresponding to both cases (i.e 100 aud 200Hz) tlte attenuations would vary 
fiom -34 to -48dB and the phase augle valy from -2.8 to 3.1 rad. Iu order to 
have the same characteristics (-34dB, -2.8rad), the filter must be redesigned at 
the new center frequeucy ( IOOHz). However if was varied &om 5 to 10 

g to variation of fs from 50 to IOOWz, as in the case with the 
proposed adaptive baudpass filter, the characteristics would be as shown by 
curves c and f: In these curves filter 1,arameter.s and hence the filtering 

uency response of the bandpass digital filter: 
- couve~~dional filter (a to b), - adaptive filter (a to c). 

characteiisucs, at the new adopted center frequeucy (fo=l00), will not be 
changed fiom the case of curve a. Where the attenuation and phase are -34dB 
and -2.8 rad respectively for the second harmo~uc of both cases. This s i d e s  
an adaptive filtering charactelistics wbich is essential in detecting the 
fmdamental frequeucy signal under distorted and frequeucy excursive input 
current signal. 

4.2 Steering Circuit 

In Fig. 7, the signal ih(t) is compared wit11 a triangular carrier wave of 3.5 
ucy). Using an oy. amp comparator A2. The output of 

sigual is made available at the input of And gates GI and 
62. The positive and negative polalities of if,(t) are detected by A4 aud A3 



respectively. Ifi,,fl) is positive GI will be euabled aud releases the P 
to be amplified through pulse amplifier, fed via a11 optocoupier from a 
darihilgron transistor atray inverter ULN2003A, UI order to trigger both 
transistors TI and T d  ofthe power inverter. However, ifis(t) is uegative G2 wiU 
be enabled aud releases the PWM signal to trigger trausistors T2 aud T3. 
Output of the iuverter is injected to the load circuit and is effectively subtracted 
fiorn the originaily existed hannouics. 711e level of harmonic compensation 
achieved cat1 be assessed via system simulation. 

and steering circuit. 

R- load of R= 60Cl and L= 64111H fed ftom a source of 150V, 50Hz 
and hductance Ls= 0.023~1111, t l~ough a full wave thyristor controller is 
considered. The firiug angle a of the corltroller was set to 33'. The 
corresponding load curreut call be determined, up to the 9th harmonic 
component, by Fomier series as, 

i,(t) = 3.548siu(wt - 18.85') + 0.2908su1(3wt - 11.25O) 

+0.198siu(5wt - 70.8") + 0.1 25sin(7wt - 127.5") 
tO.O743sin(9ot - 5.5") (14) 

The thyristor coutroller together with the R-L load call be represented, 
for a sinusoidai source voltage, based on the method reported iu reference [16], 
by an impedance ZL= 59.92+ j2xf *O.O64Q it1 parallel with a current source 
i ~ h ,  where, 



Tlle triangular carrier wave ec(t) of the PWM can be expressed by 
Fourier analysis as, 

where & is the peak value of the triangular wave and wc is its angular 
frequency. The signal il,(t) is given by the lla~monic t e r m  of Eq. (14) scaled by 
transducer constmt K aad hannouic detector gaiu G, to yield the modulating 
signal. The maximum value Es of this modulating signal is adjusted, via the 
loop gain, to be equal to Ec. That is to have a modulatiol~ degree M= EsIEc=I. 
Comparing ec@) wit11 i~,(t) yields tlie switchiug pattern and inverter output vdt) 
as, 

Generally, w(t) will be a uonperiodic I'WM fiuction. It is injected into the 
combjl~ation of the passive L-C filter i c ~  parallel with equivalent impedance of 
the system and load as shown by the equivaleut circuit of Fig. 4b. The 
equations describing the action of the active filter with the system and load can 
be written in the state space form as, 

. 
where i,,(t) = - ~ , , ( t ) ,  r,= 3 . 5 Q  LC=0.012H, rC,=241.8Q, LC,=0.396K and 

' I ,  

In order to account for the iuclusion of suyl~ly frequeucy variations, the 
term wt in Eq. (14) is replaced by w(t-t0)+0.5r(t - to)*. Where tois the 
instant on wave at which frequency start to increase, and r is the rate of change 
of the angular frequency in ~ m ' l  Sec ' 

ations (17), and (18) were solved for il.,(t) usiug Runge Kutta routine. 
The values of the parameters adopted were those used for the experimental 
prototype, which are listed in tlie Appendix. At each sample &,(t) was obtained 
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and subtracted from iL(t). The resulted current irlh(t) is plotted as &own in 
Fig.8-a before aud after compensation. Tlie corresponding &equency spect- 
is shown in Fig. 8-b. It can be observed from these figures that there is a - 
substautial effect of the series active filter in reducing the contents of the h e  

More  mnp 
- after canp 1 

ation results before and after compensation: 
a- current waveforms, b- frequency spectrum of load current. 

current harmonics produced by load. This result has been confinned by the 
results obtained experimentally fkom the prototype as shown by the wave 
analyser traces of Figs. 9a, and b. 

The response of the active Bter for supply fkequency variations was 
examined by imposing a rate of increase in the angular fkequency by 

/Set *, in the supply curreut fkequeucy. The result is shown iu 

requency spectrum and load curient,waveform: 
a- before compensation b- after. compensation. 

Fig. 10, the frequency is increased fioin 50 to 62Hz in 0.225S, in which the 
capability of the proposed controlhug method to compensate the load 
harmonics under frequency variation is therefore illustrated. 



The transient response of the prototype was examined experi~nentally by 
the application of a sudden increase of about 100% in load current. The result 
is shown by the oscilloscope traces of Fig. 1 1. Tlis shows the capability of the 

Current waveforms before and Fig. 11 Curreut waveforms with and 
pensation for frequency increase . without compet~sation for sudden incr- 

in 0.225 S ( 650 radlSeca). ease of the load current of about 100%. 

proposed controlling method in providing a full hamouic compensation witl~iu 
one cycle time. 'flus response time is I-egarded as an improvement, as far as 
single phase active filters are concevued over other algorithms whicb have been 
reported [15]. 

A stniigh(foward metliod for coutrolling a siugle phase series active power filter 
for% load current barn~ouic compensation has been presented. hi this method, total 
harmonic current signal has been detected by cauceling the fundamental frequency 
component using an integrated circuit band-pass switched capacitor filter. The center 
frequency of this filter has been locked to supply frequency via a phase locked loop. 
The detector has performed effectively as a s  auto adaptive notch filter. Tbe switching 

assive L C  filter parameters lrns been correlated with the system and load 
impedances based on nlinimiziug the net barmouic current distortion. The presented 
approach can be applied to any active filter, series or  parallel with distorted andlor 
frequency excursive supply voltage. Simulatioa results aud experimental tests 
conducted on a prototype validate the principle of the proposed approach. An 
importnnt application of proposed controllit~g tecl~uique using only a single phase series 
active power filter will be ill canceliug the con~mon mode frequencies (zero sequence 
currents) from the 3-phase lines by feediug the PWM with the sum of the 3-phase line 
currents. 
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